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primärily due to the fact that most of the programs contained mixes participants from the different categories and few of the evaluatio reports on which our assessments were based provided separate outco analyses for different categories of participants conforming to our detailed classification. As a result, while our reviews of program effectiveness provide äs detailed Information äs the source materia allows, our summary conclusions distinguish only between in-school out-of-school youths, cross-classified by program type.
LIMITATIONS OP THIS REVIEW
Our ability to draw firm conclusions about the effectiveness of youth employment and training programs was constrained by two condi that affected the Implementation of YEDPA and particularly the cond' of research. First, YEDPA programs and research were mounted in coi siderable haste in a period in which many other employment and traii and research efforts were ongoing, so that both program and researcl resources were stretched very thin. Second, in 1981, less than 3 yi after their quick start-up and troubled Implementation, many prograi and evaluation efforts were abruptly halted with the change of admii tration.
As a consequence of these factors, most of the data on which ev, ations were based, with a few exceptions, were gathered at a stage ; which programs had not yet become stabilized. As a further consequ' relatively few program evaluations provide data for long postprograi periods; virtually all of the YEDPA project evaluations had postpro* follow-ups of only 3 to 8 months. Only two evaluations had äs much a 3-year follow-up, and both of those were of pre-YEDPA programs (tl Job Corps and Supported Work).
Further limiting our ability to draw firm conclusions were the serious Problems many YEDPA researchers apparently had in creating reasonable comparison groups and preventing sample attrition over w. of the data collection. These problems sharply reduced the number < studies that could be reviewed and put in question the reliability < the results of several others.
A final limitation of this review concerns the very magnitude o: YEDPA and CETA programs from 1977 through 1981. It has been estimai that in 1978 äs much äs one-half of all Jobs held by black teenageri during the summer were in the summer program and äs much äs two-fifi of Jobs held in 1979 were in government employment and training pro* (Crane and Ellwood, 1984; Elmore, in this volume). Thus, even when comparison groups were reasonably created, there may well have been substantial amounts of employment and training among the comparison group members. To the degree this program participation is undetec in the evaluation data, the participant-comparison contrasts will underestimate the impact of these programs.
We have attempted to test the individual YEDPA research reports against reasonable Standards of scientific quality with respect to l the data collected and the methods used to measure program effects. The reports that met such Standards were not necessarily evenly

